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Future Events
St Helens Creek …………………………………….…………………..…….…….28th February
Kangaroo Creek ………………………………………………………...…….………….6th March
St Lawrence Camp…………………………………………………………….….9th & 10th March
Lineel Falls/ Pretty Creek Loop………………………………………….….………..13th March
General Meeting……………………………….…………………………………….…..16thMarch
Roberts Lost Falls ……………………….…………………………………….……….20th March
Easter Camp ……………………………………………………………….……..25th – 28th March

Paradise Falls Pumping
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Coral Morgan
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Contact Officer
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49578474
Assist Walks Coordinator Frances Eiteneur 49576028
Newsletter Editor Jenny Wooding
49440236
Publicity Officer
Vacant

From the Editor
A huge thank you to Coral who has put her name forward to be Secretary! The club could not continue to operate
without this position being filled and it is very disappointing that it comes down to the same few people to fill the
positions. We have in excess of 80 members and I do hope some new faces will begin to come to committee
meetings and think about taking on a position at the next AGM in November. Without a committee there would be no
club. Again thank you Coral and Kerry for behind the scenes support.
We have been lucky with the weather and our walks so far this year but please keep in mind that for the next month
or so walks may need to be cancelled or changed at short notice due to the weather.

Items for the next newsletter should
be sent to
jennywooding@dodo.com.au
prior to 22nd March

Key to Walks Grading System
Distance

Terrain

S = short – under 5km
M = medium – 5-10km
L = long – over 10km

Terrain

1-3 = Graded or open terrain, no scrub
1-3 = Easy, suitable for beginners
4-7 = Bush, minor scrub, rainforest,
4-7 = Medium, reasonable fitness required
Rocks, creeks, rockhopping, scrambling
8-10 = Hard, strenuous, fit walkers only
8-10 = Bush as above + thick scrub, major rock
Scrambling using hands, technical

Future Events
All trip leaders please ensure you collect the club gear bag from Garry before
undertaking your walk.

Please contact the leader to nominate for all walks
water this time of the year we might be able to
form two groups. One for people who are not
keen on creek crossings and rock hopping but
like to swim and soak in cool shady pools,
watch butterflies and turtles etc. Another group
for people who might like to explore further and
are happy with any terrain.

St Helens Creek
Sunday 28th February
(katcalen@hotmail.com or

Kate
49588436)
Depart: 6am Journey: 140kms $14
Map Ref: Calen 740806 Grade: S73
Estimated Walking time: 7hours?.... flexible

Sometimes walking in the water is a safer
option than rock hopping, possibly bring shoes
that you don't mind to get wet.

This walk follows St Helens creek upwards.
There is no track, we either walk in water, on
rocks or scramble through tangle. Since the
creek has a strong flow and plenty of nice fresh
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This walk begins on the Western trail to Mt
Dalrymple before we will head off on a ridge
down to the junction of Pretty Creek with
another creek. We will explore a little way
downstream in Pretty Creek where there are
some spectacular swimming holes. We will
then head back to the junction and diverge
150m or so upstream to visit Lineel Falls. From
here we will travel 800m back up Pretty Creek
via some small waterfalls and micro gorges to
where we will rejoin the western trail to return to
the cars. The creek is quite spectacular in this
section.

Kangaroo Creek –Cathu
Sunday 6th March
Leader:
Peter Bennett 0427 283 732 /
49543428
Depart:
7:00am
Journey:
180kms
$18.00
Map Ref:
Calen 603947
Grade:
S83
Estimated walking time: 5 hours Terrain:
uneven, rock hopping, scrambling. Vegetation:
rain forest Expect: swimming holes
The last time Wendy and I went to Kangaroo
Creek it was overgrown and interesting
walking. I have heard some people have been
to the creek since and have enjoyed the walk,
so we will do it too. Kangaroo creek flows west
from the top of Cathu state forest, it descends
from the loop road and eventually joins
Urannah creek. The top section of the creek
has some pretty waterfalls and pools.

Induction 6.45pm/ General Meeting 7.30pm
Wednesday 16th March
Downstairs room, Mackay Family Care and
Community Support Association Centre 60
Wellington Street, Mackay. Newcomers and
visitors welcome. Induction by Carole and
Daphne
Robert's Lost Falls
Sunday 20th March

Although the distance to the main feature is not
long, the walk involves constant rock hopping
and scrambling. Bring food and water for the
day, clothes to swim in and spare clothes for
the ride home. It should be a good day.

Leader: Coral Morgan 49578474
Depart: 7:00am
Journey: 200km $20.00
Map Ref: Mirani 643687
Grade: S64
Estimated walking: 6 hours Total of all uphill
sections: 280m Pace: slow to average Terrain:
very uneven, some sharp steep slopes
Vegetation: rainforest Expect: leeches.
From the top of the range we drive to a point
towards the end of Dalrymple Road to park the
cars. Here we walk through the forest and
follow small creeks down to the top of the falls.
These falls tumble more than 1000 feet on this
top branch of Cattle Creek. We only get to see
the very top of the falls with a rope-assisted
descent.

St Lawrence Camp
9th and 10th March
Leader: Coral Morgan 49578474
This midweek camp will include viewing the
Tidal Bore and various exploratory walks
including the Copper Climb.
Please phone Coral by Monday 7th March to
register for this camp.
Lineel Falls/Pretty Creek Loop.
Sunday 13th March
Leader:
Jenny
Wooding
49440236
0447091532
Depart: 7.00am
Journey: 200km $20
Grade: M65
Map Ref: Mirani 669 731
Estimated walking time: 5 hours Total of all
uphill sections: 100m Pace: medium
Terrain: Rainforest, rockhopping, some
scrambling, creek crossings.
Expect: Nice swimming holes and some off
track bashing

Easter Camp
25th – 28th March
Coordinator: Coral Morgan 49578474
Calling for expressions of interest in a camp for
all, or part of Easter. This camp is open for
suggestions and one idea was a car based
camp at Cathu.
Please notify interest in camp ASAP but no
later than Sunday 20th March or there will be no
camp.
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Previous Activities
Eungella Tracks
31st January, 2016.
“Not a bad bushwalk. We started off with 11 and came out with 5!” As we walked out of the bush, we
all laughed and agreed with Peter. “And, we’re about to steal Frances’s car!” More laughter.
In spite of the heat and trusting that it would be cooler in
Eungella, eleven of us set off along the tracks. Carol had
prepared a baby oil/dettol concoction to ward off the leeches.
Edie, in the name of science, volunteered to be the control and
had no leech-rid applied. I’m not sure of the result as Edie was
one of the ones who we left to fend for themselves in the bush.
She was also the one who had lunch beside a friendly little
rodent. Frances managed to stroke its nose. Amazing, what
happens when you’re left in the bush. Penny was on the hunt for
the pseudovanilla orchid and happily we found three spots where they were growing along the track.
These weren’t in flower but those that were off-track were. I only saw a photo but they look truly
amazing. There were also heaps of fungi.
It was hot and we weren’t making the distance that we really needed. I believe the original plan had
been to go from the Chalet to the swimming spot at the crossing and then back to the Sky Window (for
a shorter walk) or the Chalet for the full walk. Daphne, our leader for the day, suggested that a group
should go back to the cars and trusted that this same group would come to collect the rest of the
walkers at the Broken River kiosk. So, Peter, Ella and Di elected to go back and Carol and I tagged
along with them. Wendy, Daphne, Penny, Frances, Maureen and Edie stayed behind. In the interests of
a good story and the author’s right to bend the truth, they found the flowering orchids, ate the friendly
rodent and, as far as the “five” know, are still at the Broken River kiosk waiting to be picked up!!
It was a great walk with great company. Thanks Daphne.
Therese

Paradise Falls
Sunday 7th February
Some rather wet weather prompted this walk to be brought forward a week as rain is needed to make
the trip to Paradise Falls worthwhile. It turned out to be a good decision, however lying in bed the night
before listening to the rain bucketing down I was wondering if our sanity needed checking.
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11 of us gathered early in the morning which was overcast
but not raining. We decided to take the shortest possible
route, enjoy our time at the falls and then head back early
in case heavy rain again set in as was forecast. We made
good time and had an early first smoko at one of the large
cliff overhangs. As we were descending the last ridge to the
beach Tim and I had a brush with a moonlighter plant – it
got me on the hand and Tim on the leg. This was a new
experience for both of us and one we are not keen to
repeat.
When we reached the beach which would take us to the falls the tide was right in so we had to work our
way around through the foliage at the side until we reached the rocky creek. The large rocks were
slippery to navigate but we soon made it to the falls which
were pumping and there was a good size swimming pool
in front of them. Most of us were soon in splashing about
and playing under the falls. We stayed about an hour an
half and during that time the pool dropped about 20cms.
We spent a bit of time speculating over the height of the
falls and the general consensus was the drop was
between 25 and 30 metres. Most people went back in for
a second swim before donning our boots once again and
heading back. We stopped at the cliff again for lunch and
were back at the cars at 1.30.
The eleven of us enjoyed the walk and for seven it was their first trip to these falls so that made it
special.
Jenny
The Diggings
Sunday 14th February
The outing to the Diggings continued the pleasing
trend that we have seen in 2016 so far, with thirteen
walkers participating. Our other walks so far this year
have attracted eleven people each, despite the
program having to be altered because of the weather.
Several of the members who joined us at the Diggings
had not previously explored this section of Broken
River with the club, and one of those had not been to
the area at all. It is always pleasing to know that we
are providing opportunities for our club members to
visit new places.
Eight of us gathered in town, and at 7am we were on
the way to Marian to collect Di, followed by another stop
at Mirani for Therese and Brian, and a final pickup point
at Gargett saw Kate and Deb join our ranks. The day
looked fairly promising weather wise, and our arrival at
the campsite confirmed that quite a few campers had
been taking advantage of the fine day as well. The area
looked green and inviting, and the new toilets added to
its charms.
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At about 8.50 am we launched ourselves with enthusiasm in the direction of the river to follow it
downstream, and the going was fairly easy apart from a bit of lantana. We were lucky enough to see a
Wheel of Fire tree in flower, but the fauna was in short supply. Kate did find a yabbie on the way home,
and a few termites were spotted, and of course there were some unidentified bird calls at various times.
The river was flowing well, and the waterfalls made for
some great photos. Before long we were undertaking
rock hopping and climbing, and morning tea was enjoyed
near a couple of inviting swimming holes. The water
babies stayed in for a lengthy dip while the rest of us just
took in the sounds of the water cascading over the rocks.
We all got plenty of exercise before the next break for
lunch, with a couple of challenging creek crossings and
plenty of clambering up and down rocky surfaces.
The return trip was accomplished fairly quickly, although at a comfortable pace, and we were back at
the cars by about 2.30 pm. We won't dwell on the forgotten lunch, the misplaced boots or the
supposedly lost wallet. The day was thoroughly enjoyed by all of us, and we agreed that the Diggings
could provide a suitable venue for a future club camp. Thank you Frances for yet another smoothly
organised outing and a great day in the bush with very pleasant company.
Carole
Middle Creek
Sunday 21st February
Another great day out and most of us made good use of the spectacular swimming opportunities.
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